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“Bilingualism is
a utopia”
Flemish politicians stage event for expats and
foreign journalists to set the record straight about
Belgium’s language situation
CLAIRE DAVENPORT

Vuye, also an advisor to Flemish politicians,
argues that Belgium's linguistic problems
should not be the spectator sport they have
become. “We are not that unusual,” he says.
“Switzerland and Canada are similar to
Belgium; not only are there territorial divisions,
but there are also linguistic divisions.”
He points out that Belgium's language policy,
which, in theory, allows citizens to use either
language in public places, does not go as far
as a law in Quebec, where French has to be
more prominent on street signs, menus and
brochures.
Though Belgium is officially trilingual –
including German – since 1962 the country
has been split up into linguistic communities
in which education, social services and local
administration are available predominantly in
just one language.
As everyone’ in Belgium knows by now, there
are 27 municipalities – so called faciliteiten
or communes à facilités – dotted around the
linguistic borders that allow both languages to
be used in education and public services. Six of
these are the infamous municipalities around
the “belt” of Brussels.
Kraainem is one, but attempts at co-existence
end, for example, as a child reaches 12, when
he or she will have to go to another town,
like Woluwe-Sint-Lambert, to continue their
schooling in French. Vuye argues that this
does not disrupt children as they don’t have
to go much further than 10 minutes down the
road to get to the next school over the language
border.
What beggars belief in a foreigner’s monolinguistic eyes appears to be water off a duck’s
back in Belgium. Belgians are barely fazed,
says Vuye, by the current lack of a federal
government, as public services, driven by
local governments, continue to run relatively
unharmed. “Complexity has its advantages,”
he says.

A place at the table

Despite this casual attitude to political
turbulence, the Flemings and the
Francophones show themselves to be
irreconcilable in most matters of linguistic
importance, and the two sides’ protectionist
instincts are greatest at election time. In the
municipalities in BHV, located just outside
of Brussels in Flemish Brabant, French voters
can elect French candidates, while the same
right is not extended to the Flemish living in
the francophone Waals Brabant.
And both communities have fought against
the infiltration of the other. In Liedekerke,
for example, Flemish officials were talked
out of teaching Francophone children on
local playgrounds some Dutch "for their own
safety”.

Speakers’ Corner: Why Isn’t Belgium Just Bilingual?
8 December, 20.00

Colonial Palace of Tervuren
Paleizenlaan, Tervuren
 www.derand.be
Talks are in Dutch, with simultaneous translations in English, French and German.
Registration is required at info@derand.be

· New award recognises Belgian champions of gender diversity

Today, women represent about half of the Belgian labour market and Van Massenhove has affected a true culture shift within his department
more than 54% of university populations. But the odds remain stacked – based in Brussels – over the past two years; his management
against their professional success, with just 8% making it to the top of team today is a full 50% women. “An equal number of women and
large Belgian companies.
men throughout an organisation is good for both men and women,”
This lack of women in the upper echelons of business has become he claims. “As the company culture becomes more diverse, creativity
a hot topic over the past years, driven to a head by the onset of the increases. It’s stupid for an organisation to remain as masculine as
economic crisis in 2007 – a crisis that has in some corners been possible.”
blamed on “excessive testosterone”.
Ragon, whose groups in Brussels and Rotselaar market their products
“The under-representation of women is a pressing theme in all societies largely to women, agrees: “Gender diversity is not a project, it’s a
and in every company,” says Els Blaton, information officer at insurance culture, an operating principle.” Ragon also notes that young mothers
and investment management company AXA Belgium. Together with are a seriously sidelined demographic in many companies. “Young
Isabella Lenarduzzi of local women-in-the-workplace non-profit JUMP, mothers are extremely competent,” he insists. “Their ability to make
Blaton has founded the Wo_Men@Work Award, which rewards quick decisions, perform under pressure and multi-task make them
business leaders that actively promote gender balance within their valuable to the organisation. It is our role to ensure their chances of
management structures.
developing within the company remain intact.”
The response to the launch of the award was beyond expectations, with Shell Belgium recognises the business case for diversity. “Attracting
more than 25 companies and organisations submitting nominations and keeping top talent is vital for business success,” says CEO Decorte.
– an encouraging sign that gender balance is making strides up the “Recruiting and developing talent from a bigger pool strengthens the
strategic ladder in many companies.
talent pipeline.”
An independent jury of experts from the public and private sectors
selected three nominees: Frank Van Massenhove, managing director Online voting for the AXA Wo_Men@Work Award takes place
at FOD Social Security; Albert Ragon, general manager at Danone until 2 December, and voters receive an invitation to the awards
Belgium; and Marc Decorte, CEO of Shell Belgium. All three are fervent ceremony on 9 December
believers in the added value of gender diversity and have solidified their
commitment by walking the talk, often in the face of resistance from  www.womenatworkaward.be
within their own ranks.
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Dutch-speaking politicians are slowly coming
round to the idea that reciprocal bilingualism
is a cassus belli as French is simply a world
language spoken by more foreigners and in
more territories than Dutch.
“Bilingualism is a utopia,” Vuye insists.
But restoring the country's government may
well be within reach, the professor adds,
as both sides grow fonder of establishing
a Belgian confederation – giving local
authorities more power and leaving the federal
government with jobs like foreign affairs.
"Three years ago everybody said this was
crazy. Now we are actually talking about it,"
Vuye adds.
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lemish politicians are setting the record
straight about the influence of Frenchspeaking media, as they invite foreign
journalists, diplomats and expats to hear their
side of Belgium’s story and why bilingualism
is a utopia.
The Speakers’ Corner on 8 December –
an event of the Belgian presidency of the
European Union – will discuss the question
that has foreign media repeatedly asking: Why
isn’t Belgium just bilingual?
For the first time, De Rand, a non-profit
oragnisation for the Dutch-speaking
community living in the rand, or belt, of
Brussels, has invited the foreign press to discuss
Belgium’s language laws. “Flanders realises
that we are behind our French-speaking
co-habitants, especially on the political issues
of the moment,” explains Marijke Verboven of
De Rand.
“We want to use the Belgian EU presidency to
provide an academic explanation to foreigners
of why we are in this situation,” says Geert
Bourgeois, Flemish minister for interior and
administrative affairs. “It can look trivial to
people outside, but we want to explain why the
sensitive language borders matter to people
who live here.”
At Speakers’ Corner, Bourgeois will be
joined by Luc Van den Brande, president of
the Liaison Agency Flanders-Europe (and
Flanders’ former minister-president) and
Hendrik Vuye, a professor of constitutional
law at the University of Namur in Wallonia.
As interest in Belgium’s linguistic problems
and political eruptions has grown, foreign
journalists’ questions have been raising
eyebrows among Flemish politicians. Most
international journalists based in Brussels and
abroad don’t speak Dutch and get their stories
from Belgium’s French-speaking media. The
same can often be true for diplomats and other
foreigners living in Belgium.

According to CEOs of top local companies, a lack of gender balance inhibits creativity,
efficiency and is just plain “stupid”

